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� Introduction

We need two de	nitions to clarify terminology for the rest of the text


De�nition � �interaction task�� An interaction task is what a user wants to
do �e�g� translating� rotating or scaling an object� moving the viewpoint� inserting�
deleting� modifying� etc���

De�nition � �interaction technique�� An interaction technique is a means for
achieving a certain desired interaction task �e�g� virtual sphere rotation� object han�
dles for constrained translation� etc���

Here� we are interested in �D interaction techniques that are performed with �D
input devices such as mice or graphic tablets The key problem is the information
mapping from the lower degree of freedom of the input device to the higher degree
of freedom of many �D interaction tasks �e�g� rotation with three degrees of free�
dom� To support the user in learning and remembering a �D interaction technique�
metaphors are used� like in other user interfaces �e�g� a typewriter as a metaphor for
word processing on a computer� Thus� we are talking about �D metaphors� de	ned
as �D interaction techniques associated with metaphorical concepts

This will be explained in more detail soon
 including an example� mentioning
the relevant context� and stating a de	nition for �D metaphors Afterwards� we give
a short review of existing descriptions of �D metaphors in literature and approaches
for systematization Then� we present our proposition for a classi	cation scheme
and apply it to selected examples The discussion focusses on what we can deduce
from features in the classi	cation scheme� how we can predict performance� and
what type of new �D metaphors we can expect

The goal is to systematize existing research results in a uni	ed framework De�
velopments of �D metaphors are often based on ad hoc ideas and decisions There
is a gap between theory and practical implementations in many applications Col�
lecting them together in a taxonomy will focus attention on unsolved problems� and
we can investigate gaps in the feature space which promise new and interesting �D
metaphors

Altogether� insight in these problems can help us in developing good solutions
bridging the gap between two�dimensional input devices and �D interaction tasks
This will enhance the usability and the propagation of �D applications

��� �D input devices

Current developments emphasize input devices with more than two degrees of free�
dom� ranging from space mice to data suits Nonetheless� two�dimensional devices�
like mice or digitizers in pen computers� still possess several advantages


� Two�dimensional input devices are widely spread and accepted with the use
of traditional graphical user interfaces Thus� together with their need for less
sensors than �D input devices� they are more economical
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� The forearm can usually rest on the table� while three�dimensional devices
fatigue the operator� This counts in ergonomics

� Normally� three�dimensional interaction is embedded in a dialog context of
two�dimensional window operations� menu selections and keyboard typing
The disadvantage of frequent changes between di�erent devices might outweigh
advantages of specialized devices Thus� a data�glove is not appropriate for
large amounts of typing

Current developments like �D widgets �Conner et al� ����� do all tasks with �D
interaction techniques This seems reasonable for specialized applications� but
applications with other interaction task demands or even mixed application
use will also prefer other input devices

� Depending on the application� �D interaction will gain advantages from re�
strictions to one or two degrees of freedom Di�culties with handling a great
number of degrees of freedom can introduce errors Thus� interaction time is
limited due to correcting these errors when preciseness is demanded Even
in two dimensions� ruler and compass provide the reduction to one degree of
freedom

� Also physical size is a limiting factor for the application of a device� see track�
balls in notebooks or digitizers in pen�tops

Another reason for our restriction to two dimensional devices is that the device�
to�operation mappings are not as interesting for �D devices as they are for �D
devices In �Ware and Osborne� ����� the main principles for �D devices are pre�
sented
 one can be called the World�in�Hand�metaphor� the other one can be
called the Eyeball� or Camera�in�Hand�metaphor The associated mappings
are inverses to each other The Fly�Through�metaphor can be applied indepen�
dently Both can also be found for �D metaphors with �D devices A couple but
not all of the phenomena around these �D metaphors can also be found with the
natural mappings of �D devices

��� An example� the Virtual�Sphere�metaphor

The Virtual�Sphere�metaphor was 	rst presented in �Chen et al� ����� and
brie�y summarized in �Hultquist� ����� The metaphorical concept is as follows

Imagine the manipulated object embedded in a glass sphere At the user interface�
the circumference of the sphere is only drawn as a thin circle around the object�
see 	gure � on the left side� Now� the sphere can be rotated around its center by
simply touching it at its imaginary surface and moving it around with the mouse
pointer

�A notable exception is the spaceball�
�This is done in the original implementation� but in fact most other implementations omit this

drawn circle as a prompt�
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Figure �
 The Virtual�Sphere�metaphor
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We can see a side view of this imaginary con	guration on the right side of 	gure
� The screen is on the top� with the mouse pointer moving from A to B We look
at a single small move event� although we have enlarged it in the 	gure for a clearer
presentation Both positions are projected on the virtual sphere to the endpoints
of the vectors a and b Assume that the virtual sphere is a unit sphere with its
center in the origin Then the rotation goes around the axis a � b with the angle
arccos�a �b� � ��� ��� all orientations with the right�hand rule The mouse movement
describes a geodesic on the sphere

Bigger rotations are accumulated from many small mouse move events Note
that the metaphor is not transitive A rotation from a movement from A to B to a
third point C is in general not equal to a rotation from a single mouse move event
from A to C

��� Seeheim�model for UIMS

To formalize descriptions� the implementations of �D metaphors are located in the
Seeheim�model for user interface management systems �UIMS� �Olsen� ����� It
provides us with clear interface de	nitions as depicted in 	gure � From the left
side� �D user interface events� like mouse moves or button presses� are received as
lexical tokens On the right side� semantic operations of a �D graphics application
are executed �D metaphors belong to the syntactical analysis in the dialog control of
the UIMS So� two di�erent characteristics describe the behavior of a �D metaphor

	rst� the dialog control which can easily be modeled with state transition diagrams�
and second� the mapping from �D parameters of the user interface events to the �D
parameters of the semantic operations

The information �ow from the application to the user represents the visualisation
part The feedback from the dialog control can in�uence the representation and adds
its own information to this channel The representation and the application interface
model serve as interfaces to abstract from concrete devices and applications

For our example above� the behavior can be described as follows
 The points A
and B are represented in x� y�screen coordinates as �x�� y�� and �x� y� respectively
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Figure �
 Seeheim�model for user interface management systems �UIMS�
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The state diagram handles the mouse movements and remembers one previous
mouse position Therefore� the primed variables are initialized at the transition
entering the Rotate�state and are updated on every mouse movement at the right
transition The events which enter or leave the Rotate�state are not speci	ed They
are usually button�press events or other imperative events as de	ned in general for
input devices in �Sherr� �����

The parameter mapping is expressed with the function VirtualSphere M �

denotes the old� M the new transformation matrix that is manipulated with the
metaphor Raxis�n� �� denotes the rotation matrix for the angle � around the axis n
� denotes the projection of a point �x� y� in screen coordinates onto the imaginary
unit sphere� resulting in a unit vector These M and Raxis are elements of the
application interface model

��� De�nition of a �D metaphor

We have seen that a �D metaphor can be described in an informal fashion to stress
the intention behind the metaphor This is what someone should explain to a novice
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to establish relations to his real world experience Moreover� we have seen that a
�D metaphor can be de	ned formally for implementation purposes� divided into a
transition diagram and a mapping function We can tie them together for a complete
de	nition

De�nition � ��D metaphor�� A �D metaphor explains the handling of a �D op�
eration with a two dimensional input device� It consists of two parts� the metaphor�
ical concept that describes the structural mapping from the user	s mental model into
the human�computer interface� and the implementation that maps interface events
into the three�dimensional mathematical model of the application� To facilitate es�
tablishing a mental model� the metaphorical concept relates to the user	s previous
experience with three dimensions�

Let us focus for a moment on metaphors in their usual meaning �Lako� and John�
son� ����� talk about metaphorical concepts� because a metaphor deals with a whole
domain� mapping concepts from this well known domain from which the metaphor
is chosen into a new context to which the metaphor is applied We can analyse
speci
city� clarity� richness and other topics mentioned in �Carroll and Mack� �����
On the other hand� we should avoid treating them as analogies that map all concepts
of a domain Metaphors do only map selected concepts and allow exceptions and
extensions �Halasz and Moran� �����

A �D metaphor performs the mapping from the user�s mental model about �D
interaction into the �D user interface actions The implementation of a �D metaphor
performs the mapping from the �D user interface events into the �D operations of an
application The question how the mental model of �D interaction for a user looks
like is addressed for example in �Shepard and Cooper� ����� Carlton and Shepard�
����� The results concerning mental rotations and also translation and scaling
tasks indicate that the user has an analogous �D model in contradistinction to a
digital symbolic model If the mental model of the user is isomorphic to the �D
mathematical model of the application in some sense� we can identify the metaphor
as the inverse mapping of its implementation

In our work� we are especially interested in the 	rst part of our de	nition What
qualities of a �D metaphor are observable from the user�s point of view� and how
do they in�uence the usability of the �D metaphor� This will mostly determine
the implementation We have therefore analyzed �D metaphors found in literature
within this framework An overview is given in the next section Then we present a
classi	cation scheme with a feature space based on metaphorical concepts we have
found

��	 Known �D interaction techniques

For many �D interaction techniques there exists a canonical extension to �D Trans�
lation extends easily� if we project the �D position on a plane� e�g� the xy�plane
centered in an object� to achieve a �D position We can use direct manipulation
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in the �D graphics display or a �D indirect manipulator in the usual �D graphical
user interface around They are well documented with several other �D metaphors
in �Foley et al� �����

�Johnson� ����� explains the system Sketchpad III� the 	rst computer applica�
tion known with �D interaction It uses a lightpen and rotary potentiometers to
manipulate in three orthogonal and one perspective view of the �D scene The sys�
tem already includes a snapping technique with a sphere or cylinder shape for the
�D cursor

�Thornton� ����� describes Number�Wheels� a kind of incremental slider im�
plementation with a graphics tablet that can model in	nitely large rotation angles
He associates a mass to the wheel� so that rotations continue with the speed they
have had at the end of an interaction A consequence of this metaphorical concept
is that friction will slow down the wheel We call it Spin�Effect� as it is known
for rotational metaphors

�Evans et al� ����� concentrate on �D metaphors for rotations TheTurntable
denotes rotations around the axis perpendicular to the screen A reference point is
needed to rotate around The Stirrer analyzes the mouse path to detect circular
movements and maps the angle to a rotation similar to the Turntable In di�er�
ence� no absolute reference point is needed and two degrees of freedom� i�e� linear
movements� are free to be mapped to rotations around the two remaining axes
This leads to gesture recognition which is a concept that provides many degrees of
freedom� see �Rubine� �����Br�ockl and Hartenstein� ����� for details

�Chen et al� ����� is the source of our example above The paper compares four
metaphors for rotation in a user experiment Three of them are slider arrangements
drawn in the �D graphics area The fourth and winning metaphor is the Virtual�
Sphere The second experiment compares it with the combined metaphor from
�Evans et al� ����� above No signi	cant di�erence in performance time and angular
accuracy is reported

An even simpler metaphor is the Rolling�Ball It maps the x and y coordi�
nates of the mouse movements to incremental rotations around the y� and x�axis
respectively One might expect that this restricts the metaphor to a two�dimensional
subset of rotations� but this is false �Hanson� ����� explains in detail the surprising
fact
 If a sphere is rotated in clockwise order using a �at object at its top� which
equals the incremental style for rotations� the sphere itself will rotate counterclock�
wise Therefore� all three degrees of freedom can be manipulated

Two rotation metaphors are reported in �Br�ockl et al� ����� The 	rst is a
derivation of the Virtual�Sphere The relative mouse movement is separated into
an angular and a radial component as for polar coordinates The radial component is
used for the Virtual�Sphere� the angular component is used for the Turntable
Thus� any movement around the center rotates around the normal axis of the screen
The second one is called Globe�metaphor A point is selected on an imaginary
globe Here� the new viewpoint is located� and the new viewing direction points to
the center of earth

�Nielson and Olsen� ����� introduce a new translation metaphor with a segmen�
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Fig �a
 Segments around
a centroid for a translation
metaphor

Fig �b
 The combination of handles and segmen�
tation results in a fairly complex metaphor
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tation around the mouse pointer The orientations of the segements are aligned to
the projection of the local coordinate frame of the object to be manipulated� as de�
picted in 	gure �a The metaphor behaves like a pie menu� the direction of the mouse
movement selects the direction in which to translate �van Emmerik� ����� extends
the concept to seven handles� as shown in 	gure �b� providing translation� rotation
and nonuniform scaling operations in one metaphor �Conner et al� ����� Snibbe
et al� �����Zeleznik et al� ����� implement these concepts of handles and pie menu
segments in their �D widget set

�Houde� ����� goes a step further and makes the operation behind a handle vis�
ible to the user by drawing the handle as a hand symbol that looks like performing
this operation The paper presents a stepwise re	nement of a prototypical furni�
ture placing application Results from several informal user tests are reported that
in�uence the design

�Nielson and Olsen� ����� also present interaction techniques for translation�
rotation� and scaling that are based on selecting points on surfaces or edges of
objects The techniques are de	ned through multiple points� e�g� two points de	ne
a translation from one to the other This approach di�ers from the previous ones in
the fact that it allows precise drawings in distinction to fuzzy sketching techniques
Further work on precise interaction techniques is documented in �Bier� ����� Bier�
����� A complete drawing system is presented

An important� specialized task is the viewpoint navigation �Mackinlay et al�
����b� describe a Logarithmic�Flight�metaphor that provides e�ective view�
point navigation in three space with only a �D pointing device The complex
Walking�metaphor needs three modal states to achieve a 	ve�degrees�of�freedom
control �Mackinlay et al� ����a�Robertson et al� ����� Two states are represented
by small transparent icons in the visual 	eld The third state will be entered during
interaction outside these icons
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��
 Formal Approaches

�Chen et al� �����Houde� ����� have done empirical examinations to compare dif�
ferent ad hoc design ideas� sometimes justi	ed through usability tests� see previous
section A slightly di�erent approach is reported in �Grissom and Perlman� ����� A
whole interface with several interaction tasks is evaluated� not only to compare the
performance of di�erent techniques� but also to test the integration in the interface�
how well the techniques 	t together Nothing speci	c is said in advance about inter�
action techniques Only a set of basic tasks is de	ned� over which the performance
has to be evaluated

�Mackinlay et al� ����a� Card et al� ����� are motivated from taxonomies of
input devices� but they reach a level with their classi	cation scheme that is capable
to describe �D metaphors Their key example is the Walking�metaphor A great
advantage of this approach is the uni	ed framework dealing with physical device
properties and logical parameter mappings The complete interaction process from
physical movements up to operations in the application can be modeled But this
strength is also its weak point The scheme is not expressive enough for our purposes

in particular� there are no interface de	nitions� what is physical and what is logical
It is di�cult to model the dialog control in this scheme The dialog �ow is determined
through a mixture of physical device properties and application behavior A minor
point is that the layout transformation is not precise enough� i�e� the transformation
model is not clear and rotations around arbitrary axes are missing

Earlier taxonomies for logical input devices can be found in �Foley et al� �����
They provide a crude classi	cation in locator� pick� valuator� keyboard and choice
devices� also used in graphical system standards like GKS or Phigs They are not
able to describe �D metaphors in su�cient depth

� Classi�cation Scheme

We adopt the idea of morphological analysis from �Mackinlay et al� ����a� and
decompose �D metaphors into elementary metaphors that form more complex ones
with a small set of composition operators If we look at the dimension of the
mapping� we can decompose all �D metaphors to one dimensional mappings These
are elementary metaphors Examples are a simple �D slider or the Turntable

To collect �D metaphors� we reviewed papers from the computer graphics� the
human computer interaction� the ergonomics and cognitive science 	eld We have
found �� nicely distinguishable �D metaphors to build up and justify a feature space
An overview is presented in the previous section

The analysis by decomposing metaphors sometimes results in elementary ones
that are useless and di�cult to understand as a stand�alone interaction technique
Thus� we start presenting the composition operators� continue with the classi	cation
scheme for composed and elementary metaphors� and 	nish with the description of
all features But 	rst of all� we want to clarify our method and criteria to build this
classi	cation scheme
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��� Feature space criteria

As explained in the introduction� we want to distinguish �D metaphors by their
qualities The classi	cation scheme consists of features� any of them describing a
quality� all together forming the feature space Any �D metaphor will be classi�
	ed as a point in this feature space� but not all points might represent reasonable
metaphors So� how to select the features�

� We have chosen a user centered approach Features will only be allowed� if they
can be observed using the interface without looking at the implementation of
the �D metaphor

� For any feature� there should be at least one example of two di�erent
metaphors� so that they are distinguishable with this feature

� For any two di�erent metaphors should exist at least one feature that distin�
guishes between them

� No feature should be reducable from a set of other features

The decision what metaphors are di�erent depends on subjective judgements
and will in�uence how 	ne or coarse the classi	cation scheme will be

A weak point in the theory is the lack of foundation from cognitive science for
the metaphorical concepts we are going to use in the classi	cation So they are
chosen as a result of an orthogonal decomposition of the metaphors as it is common
in computer science It is not sure if it is even user independent� but this decompo�
sition is in principle supported by the empirical results reported from �Shepard and
Cooper� ����� and the theoretical considerations in �Carlton and Shepard� �����
One important point is that a �D rotation around the view axis is not signi	cantly
faster than rotations around arbitrary axes in �D One might expect a performance
advantage� because the task projected to �D seems easier� but this is not the case for
rotations with three�dimensional objects So the decomposition of a rotation into
an arbitrary rotation axis and a rotation angle is fairly reasonable� especially when
compared to Eulerian angles with three 	xed axes in arbitrarily chosen order The
analog nature of parameters like angles and distances is also stated in �Shepard and
Cooper� �����

��� Composed and elementary metaphors

A composed metaphor is recursively de	ned by a composition technique that 	ts
several �D metaphors together Two composition types can be distinguished
 tem�
poral ordering and spatial grouping Parallel �interleave�� alternative� and sequencial
grouping of events are well known in the description of the temporal behavior of a
dialog system

Spatial grouping gives access to di�erent dialogs at di�erent places of the graph�
ical user interface It can be subdivided according to the reference system involved
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Handles are an example for marked areas in object space� segmentations are ex�
amples in world space� 	xed to screen coordinates� and pie�menu�like selections are
connected to the relative reference system of the mouse pointer Examples are given
in the review above

Spatial grouping occurs in conjunction with the alternative or parallel dialog
control�the 	rst variant with and the second without state change in the state
transition diagram Eg� a pie menu with alternative dialog control will choose the
selected menu item once at the beginning of interaction� while the parallel dialog
control chooses again at every mouse movement

Classi�cation �composed metaphor�� A composed metaphor is characterized
by a 
ve�tuple consisting of the composition operator over a set of �D metaphors
as operands� a set of metaphorical concepts as mentioned in the de
nition af a �D
metaphor� a seven�tuple of subitems to distinguish a whole bunch of variants� and
the prompt and feedback styles that describe their perception quality� The complete
classi
cation with all possible choices for the features is as follows�

�Name� � �
�parallel j alternate�� pie menu j segments j handles� j

parallel j alternate j sequence� f�Name��� �Name�� � � �g�
concepts � fline� plane� multiple views� number�wheel�angle�

number�wheel�axis� turntable�angle� turntable�axis�
rotation�axis� orientation� parameterg�

variant � �Extended Variants��
prompt � fsyntactic symbolic� syntactic �D� syntactic �D�

semantic� noneg�
feedback � fsyntactic symbolic� syntactic �D� syntactic �D�

semantic� noneg
�

�Extended Variants� � �
orientation � fparallel� arbitraryg�
surrogate � freference frame� wheel� sphere�

bounding box� handles� noneg�
synchronisation � fmovement� direction� noneg�
transformation � fcamera in hand� world in handg�
integration � fposition� speed� accelerationg�
spin e�ect � fyes� nog�
commutativity � fyes� nog

�

The metaphorical concepts and the other features will mostly depend on the
�D metaphors used to built the composed one Features from the type subset are
unions� the spin e�ect and the commutativity feature are logically anded from the
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underlying metaphors� features The concepts and the surrogate features are not
strictly unions Two line concepts orthogonal to each other and belonging to the
same operation will be substituted through the plane concept The multiple view
concept is unique and will occur at a certain level of complexity The sphere as a
selected object is constructed from two orthogonal wheels All features are explained
in the next section Examples are given thereafter

An elementary metaphor is reduced to only one�dimensional mappings We
include the semantic operation that the metaphor performs in the application to
distinguish cases in which the metaphorical concept is the same� e�g� scaling and
translating can often use the same concepts

Classi�cation �elementary metaphor�� An elementary metaphor is charac�
terized by a 
ve�tuple consisting of the operations type that is performed from the
semantic operation of the �D application� the metaphorical concept� a six�tuple of
subitems to distinguish the variants� and the prompt and feedback styles that describe
their perception quality� The complete classi
cation with all possible choices for the
features is as follows�

�name� � �
operation � ftranslation� rotation� uniform scaling� scaling�

selection� parameterg�
concept � fline� number�wheel�angle� number�wheel�axis�

turntable�angle� turntable�axis� rotation�axis� parameterg�
variant � �Variants��
prompt � fsyntactic symbolic� syntactic �D� syntactic �D�

semantic� noneg�
feedback � fsyntactic symbolic� syntactic �D� syntactic �D�

semantic� noneg
�

�Variants� � �
orientation � fparallel� arbitraryg�
surrogate � freference frame� wheel� sphere�

bounding box� handles� noneg�
synchronisation � fmovement� direction� noneg�
transformation � fcamera in hand� world in handg�
integration � fposition� speed� accelerationg�
spin e�ect � fyes� nog

�
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��� Description of all features

�	�	� Operation

The operation is determined from the semantic operation of the �D graphics appli�
cation It helps in distinguishing among metaphors� if the metaphorical concept is
applicable to di�erent operations It serves as the main feature which tells what the
metaphor is good for

�	�	� Concept

The metaphorical concept is mentioned in the introduction It roughly tells how to
use this interaction technique This is done with references to the user�s experience
with the real world The concept is responsible for building the mental model in the
user�s mind

Line� denotes interaction with the reduced degree of freedom to one on a straight
line It can be applied to operations like translation� selection or scaling

Plane� denotes interaction with the reduced degree of freedom to two dimensions
on a plane It can be applied to the same operations as for the line concept�
but only in composed metaphors as can be seen from the dimension two

Multiple views� Di�erent viewpoints enable the selection of a line or a plane in one
view that serves for the line or plane metaphorical concept used for interaction
in another view If multiple views are not supported by the user interface of
the application� dialog techniques can switch between di�erent views

Number
wheel
angle� The number�wheel�concept describes the illusion of ma�
nipulating the cylindrical surface of a wheel with its axis placed in the plane
of the �D interaction So� a linear movement is mapped to the angular pa�
rameter of a rotation Only the projection of the pointer movement onto the
direction of the wheel �perpendicular to its axis� is mapped

Number
wheel
axis� In addition to the angle�concept� the axis�concept states
that the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the pointer movement The axis�
concept determines the rotation axis and the angle�concept determines the
angle of rotation

This is an example of a more or less useless concept to build a stand�alone
metaphor It works only in conjunction with the number�wheel�angle concept
and follows the decomposition of a rotation in axis and angle

Turntable
angle� The turntable�concept describes the illusion of a generalized
wheel with its axis arbitrarily placed outside the plane of �D interaction The
name is derived from the view from the top onto a turntable where the rota�
tion axis is perpendicular to the plane of �D interaction There� the angle is
derived from the polar angle of the circular component of movements around
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the known center of the wheel In general� the rotation describes elliptic curves
around the known center In distinction to the number�wheel� the disc at the
side of the wheel is manipulated

Turntable
axis� The extension of the turntable�angle�concept to the axis�concept
is more di�cult than for the number�wheel But it follows the same rule�
namely that the angle�concept determines the angle of rotation whereas the
axis�concept determines the rotation axis In conjunction� both concepts re�
sult in the Virtual�Sphere�metaphor� our example above Thus� the axis�
concept derives the rotation axis from the fact that the observed pointer move�
ment must describe an elliptic curve around the known center of rotation
Again� the axis is perpendicular to the pointer movement if pictured in �D

Rotation
axis� This concept uses the pointer movement direction as the orienta�
tion of the rotation axis Nothing is stated about the rotation angle

Parameter This concept is derived from the mathematical background of the se�
mantic operations that use one dimensional parameters as the most general
concept This concept can be used for all metaphors� but it is only recom�
mended for situations where no better real world concept can be found than
the underlying mathematical description of the operation

�	�	� Variant� orientation

The �D metaphor often implies a reference frame associated with the manipulated
object The orientation of this reference frame can be aligned to the plane of the
�D interaction� in other words to the screen space reference frame The precise
de	nition states that the z�axis of the reference frame must be parallel with the
surface normal of the �D interaction plane to call the object reference frame to be
aligned with the screen reference frame

Extensions of �D interaction techniques are typical candidates for aligned refer�
ence frames The techniques from �Nielson and Olsen� ����� take their bene	ts from
non�alignment

�	�	� Variant� surrogate

The manipulated object can be substituted by a simpli	ed representation� the sur�
rogate� for direct manipulation This makes interaction easier and conforms to
user�s expectations that di�erent looking objects should nevertheless behave simi�
lar �Houde� �����

�	�	� Variant� synchronisation

The mapping from the hand movement� in this case represented through the pointer
movement to achieve a more abstract treatment� to the �D movement can conform to
the request of kinesthetic correspondence �Pique� ������ also called stimulus response
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compatibility �Foley et al� ����� We distinguish between synchronous movement�
where the pointer and the selected �D point move identically in the �D graphics area�
synchronous direction� where the direction of movement is similar� but the amount
of movement di�ers� and asynchronous movement otherwise The exact amount of
the scale factor from pointer to �D movement is not used for classi	cation Also�
the control�to�display ratio from input device movement to pointer movement is
ignored� because it belongs to the lexical input handling in the UIMS and not to
the �D metaphor Nonetheless� it will in�uence the overall behavior of kinesthetic
correspondence

A nice� non�trivial example is the Virtual�Sphere�metaphor �Chen et al�
����� simplify the projection on the sphere to a linear mapping The metaphor
achieves therefore synchronous direction� while the description from �Hultquist�
������ as presented in the introduction� results in a synchronous movement The
Rolling�Ball�metaphor achieves also synchronous direction� while metaphors
with absolute control of Eulerian angles are asynchronous

�	�	 Variant� transformation

Two di�erent transformation types are known The metaphor manipulates the
selected object according to the Camera�in�Hand� or the World�in�Hand�
metaphor �Ware and Osborne� �����

�	�	� Variant� integration

Usually� the position of the pointer is mapped to the parameters of the semantic
operations Additionally� integration of the position over the time enables interaction
techniques with speed or acceleration controls An example is the Fly�Through�
metaphor �Ware and Osborne� ����� The usage of derivations for �D metaphors
was not observed� though it was usually used in the mapping from mouse to pointer
movements

�	�	� Variant� spin e�ect

Modern graphics performance allows animation in interaction techniques The Spin�
Effect continues the semantic operation with the speed known at the end of in�
teraction So� the interaction technique proceeds beyond one input cycle

�	�	� Variant� commutativity

Composed metaphors add one new variant
 Does the implementation of the
metaphor commute or not� This determines� whether the result of an interaction
only depends on the endpoint or on the whole path of the movement The question
can be reformulated� do all closed path movements lead to the identity transfor�
mation� Thus� a metaphor commutes if the transformations used in the semantic
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interface do commute It is reasonable that �D metaphors without continuous feed�
back have to be commutative

�	�	�� Prompt and feedback

Prompt and feedback can be given at di�erent levels of interaction UIMS dis�
tinguishes between the lexical� the syntactical and the semantical level �Olsen�
����� Therefore� �D metaphors cannot in�uence prompt or feedback for user in�
terface elements at the lexical level At the syntactical level� prompt and feedback
can be distinguished through their representation in symbolic� �D or �D graphical
form �H�ubner� ����� The semantic level can also be used for prompt or feedback�
e�g� the metaphor provides continuous feedback by feeding every input event to the
semantic operation

��� Selected examples

Many descriptions of �D metaphors in the literature lack information to classify
them completely� though any feature has signi	cant in�uence on the behavior of a
metaphor Thus� we choose a Virtual�Sphere implementation that is used in the
demo programs from Silicon Graphics as an example to classify


Virtual�Sphere � �
parallel� fTurntable�Angle� Turntable�Axisg�
concepts� fturntable�angle� turntable�axisg�
variant � �

orientation� farbitraryg�
surrogate� fsphereg�
synchronisation� fdirectiong�
transformation� fworld in handg�
integration� fpositiong�
spin e�ect� yes�
commutativity� no

��
prompt� fnoneg�
feedback� fsemanticg

�

Two elementary metaphors are used� one for the angle and one for the axis
They are quite similar Replacing axis for angle in the following classi	cation of the
Turntable�angle gives us the Turntable�axis�metaphor

Turntable�angle � �
operation� rotation�
concept� turntable�angle�
variant � �
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orientation� arbitrary�
surrogate� wheel�
synchronisation� direction�
transformation� world in hand�
integration� position�
spin e�ect� yes

��
prompt� none�
feedback� semantic

�

A more complex example is the Walking�metaphor� as described in �Mackinlay
et al� ����a� The metaphor controls 	ve degrees of freedom Thus� we can expect
a minimum of 	ve elementary metaphors First� the metaphor uses a segmentation
of the screen space into two icon regions and the exterior One icon stands for a
�D orientation task for the view direction The other icon symbolizes a panning
operation perpendicular to the view direction The exterior region allows walking
in the view direction and turning to the left and right

Walking � �
alternate segment� fEye�Control� Pan�Control� Walk�Controlg�
concepts� fline� plane� number�wheel�angleg�
variant � �

orientation� fparallelg�
surrogate� fwheel� sphereg�
synchronisation� fdirection� noneg�
transformation� fcamera�in�handg�
integration� fspeedg�
spin e�ect� no�
commutativity� no

��
prompt� fsyntactic symbolicg�
feedback� fsyntactic �Dg

�

Several features have a set of more than one entry� due to the di�erent be�
haviors of the metaphors from which the composed metaphor is built from The
Eye�Control uses a sphere as a surrogate and synchronous direction The Pan�
Control uses no surrogate instead of the selected object� the viewpoint in this
case The Walk�Control uses the wheel� the selected object and asynchronous
control for the walking All three are parallel compositions We use an operator
symbol  �� for a short hand notation


Eye�Control � X�Eye�Control � Y�Eye�Control

Pan�Control � X�Pan�Control � Y�Pan�Control
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Walk�Control � Z�Walk�Control � Y�Rotate�Control

The z�axis points towards the viewer� the y�axis upwards The elementary
metaphors for eye control and rotation are identically� dito for both pan control
metaphors But the Z�Walk�Control stands alone with its asynchronous move�
ment

X�Eye�control � Y�Eye�control � Y�Rotate�control � �
operation� rotation�
concept� number�wheel�angle�
variant � �

orientation� parallel�
surrogate� wheel�
synchronisation� direction�
transformation� camera�in�hand�
integration� speed�
spin e�ect� no

��
prompt� syntactic symbolic�
feedback� syntactic �D

�

X�Pan�control � Y�Pan�control � �
operation� translation�
concept� line�
variant � �

orientation� parallel�
surrogate� none�
synchronisation� direction�
transformation� camera�in�hand�
integration� speed�
spin e�ect� no

��
prompt� syntactic symbolic�
feedback� syntactic �D

�

Z�Walk�control � �
operation� translation�
concept� line�
variant � �

orientation� parallel�
surrogate� none�
synchronisation� none�
transformation� camera�in�hand�
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integration� speed�
spin e�ect� no

��
prompt� none�
feedback� syntactic �D

�

� Discussion

The classi	cation scheme is put to the test when a previously unknown metaphor
emerges �Shoemake� ����� presents the Arcball�metaphor Similar to the
Virtual�sphere�metaphor� the axis and the angle are determined with a� b and
a � b respectively� with the slight di�erence that not the formula for rotation around
an axis is used� but a quaternion q � �a � b� a � b� A quaternion represents also
a rotation but twice as fast as in the Virtual�sphere�metaphor �see �Shoemake�
����� for details about the usage of quaternions to represent three�dimensional rota�
tions� The second di�erence is that the transformation is not applied continuously
Instead� the orientation of the object at the beginning of the interaction is pre�
served and absolutely transformed with the quaternion Therefore� the metaphor
is commutative Here is the classi	cation� based on the demo implementation� the
elementary metaphors are omitted


Arcball � �
parallel� fArcball�Angle� Arcball�Axisg�
concepts� fturntable�angle� turntable�axisg�
variant � �

orientation� farbitraryg�
surrogate� fsphereg�
synchronisation� fdirectiong�
transformation� fworld�in�handg�
integration� fpositiong�
spin e�ect� no�
commutativity� yes

��
prompt� fsyntactic �Dg�
feedback� fsyntactic �Dg

�

The general idea how to achieve commutative metaphors can also be applied to
the synchronous variant of the Virtual�sphere The result is a new metaphor
Other examples are presented in the next subsection� where we discuss how the
classi	cation scheme can be used to 	nd new metaphors Afterwards� we analyse
the synchronisation feature in greater detail and discuss a theoretical approach for
a performance prediction
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��� Examples of new �D metaphors

Several methods can be used to investigate the classi	cation scheme for new
metaphors
 First� all feasible features for existing metaphors can be analyzed Sec�
ond� the composition operators can be applied to all possible combinations of �D
metaphors Third� the domain of a feature can be extended The most promising
feature is surely the metaphorical concept The last possibility is the discovery of
other useful features Examples follow for the 	rst three cases

Most rotation metaphors are not commutative due to their incremental imple�
mentation style We are interested in a conversion to commutative ones A bene	t is
obvious for interaction techniques that are not able to give appropriate feedback We
present a general construction method Assume a transformation model where the
transformation matrixM is consecutively adapted with each input event through
a matrix multiplication from the rightM �M �

R Previous values are primed R
is typically determined by the last two input events

Theorem �� Any non�commutative �D metaphor can be transformed to a commu�
tative one�

Proof� We initialize R� with the identity transformation I at the beginning of
interaction� calculate the transformation R to be an absolute transformation� i�e�
with respect to the starting point of interaction with transformationM �M�� and
rewrite the transformation rule above to M � M �

R
�
��

R� which still 	ts in our
transformation model Now we proceed
 Initially�M �M� I

��
R �M �R Now

assume thatM � �M�R
� The next transformation step is thenM �M �

R
�
��

R �
M �R

�

R
�
��

R � M �R Thus� M depends only on the current transformation R
and the starting transformation M ��

The Virtual�sphere from section �� is used as an example We do not store
R

� It is calculated from previous events The left picture shows three events

�x��� y��� is the �D projection of the �D point a where interaction starts� �x�� y�� is the
point b of the last event� and �x� y� is the current point c

VirtualSphereAbs(                         ),

(           )

(        )

Move(     )

x’’=x’=x,
y’’=y’=y

x’=x, y’=y

Rotate

x’’,y’’

(     )x,y

x’,y’

<VirtualSphereAbs>

x,y

x,y,x’,y’,x’’,y’’

VirtualSphereAbs�x� y� x�� y�� x��� y��� 
�

M �M �
Raxis�a� b�� arccos�a � b��Raxis�a� c� arccos�a � c���

a � ��x��� y���� b � ��x�� y��� c � ��x� y��
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The second technique to 	nd new metaphors looks for new combinations with
composition operators All combinations of operators and metaphors so far known
give us several exotic combinations like rotation in x�direction with scaling in y�
direction� but also a few interesting examples Some are based on sequential com�
binations with the Rotation�axis� and Orientation�metaphor We use  �� as
a shorthand notation

New� � Rotation�Axis� Number�wheel�angle

New� � Orientation � Turntable�angle

New� � Orientation � Stirrer

It is a nice exercise to 	gure out a reasonable interpretation of these metaphors
that are new� as far as it is known to me Let�s try
 New� uses the pointer position
at the time of the state change from the left to the right metaphor together with
a known reference point at a center to determine a rotation axis in the plane So
far� it is the rotation�angle concept The angle is then measured with the Number�
wheel�metaphor The associated concept states orthogonality Thus� the direction
from which to measure the angle is also determined The implementation is 	xed

New� and New� start with the Orientation�metaphor that
uses the projection onto the unit sphere to get a orientation from
an input point The orientation is represented as a unit vector in
the sphere center It can be used as a rotation axis that is no longer restricted to
the plane Therefore� the Turntable�angle�metaphor is the natural choice� but
the Stirrer�metaphor is also useful� because it has no singularity in the center�
which is the starting point in this case The 	gure on the right demonstrates the
metaphor
 A point is selected that induces an axis around which the rotation can
be performed in a natural way

An interesting point is that constrained rotations can easily be represented by
points on the sphere denoting the constrained rotation axis Snapping techniques
can be used to select such a constrained rotation Even such an unusual idea as a
grid for rotations is easily accessible here Other approaches like �Shoemake� �����
draw great circles to represent the restricted rotations

All three examples focus on the direction of the rotation axis� while the previously
mentioned rotation metaphors emphasize the orthogonality principle to choose the
axis Di�erent tasks may result in di�erent preferences between these techniques
Real world examples are screw drivers� valves� and cranks

��� Analysis of the synchronisation feature

An interpretation problem occurs for the Virtual�sphere�metaphor in the case of
the synchronous direction Eg� if a linear mapping is used� as in �Chen et al� ������
the selected point will follow the pointer movement for a while� until it reaches a
rotation of ��� where the direction of the point reverses The same problem occurs
for the Rolling�ball metaphor �Hanson� ����� suggests therefore to turn o� the
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pointer and emphasize the point on top of the sphere as the manipulated point
throughout the whole interaction to avoid this distraction

The manipulated geometric shape is a sphere for synchronous movement To
get a shape for the synchronous direction with the linear mapping� we drop the
perpendicular from the pointer position and intersect it with a ray starting from the
center with the angle calculated from the pointer position Accordingly scaled� we
get the unit sphere in the known case of synchronous movement The synchronous
direction results in the shape z � r� tan�r����� where r denotes the distance of
the pointer position from the point above the center The shape is rotationally
symmetric It has an extreme point at r � �� the rays intersect never for angles
� � 	 � ��

An interesting compromise between both techniques arises with the selection of
a geometric shape and the calculation of the mapping from the pointer position
to the angle from this shape We choose a parabola z � � � r� Intersecting the
perpendicular with this shape results in the mapping 	 � arctan�r��� � r��� for
the angle 	 We achieve synchronous movement for small rotations near the point
above the center� because the parabola touches the sphere in this point The shape
for synchronous direction has its maximum with z � ��� as the limit for r � ��
which is far away from � for the two other shapes On the other hand� all three
shapes intersect for 	 � ��� This means that a movement from the center to
the diameter will result in a rotation angle of ��� for all three metaphors The
scaling factors are similar In contradistinction� the Arcball�metaphor gives here
a rotation angle of � Another property of our geometry is that there always exists an
intersection�there is no singularity for 	 � � Indeed� the mapping never reaches �
A selected point will not reappear on the wrong side after it has disappeared on one
side �assuming hidden surface removal� The control ratio for this new metaphor
behaves 	ne within the diameter� and will decrease gracefully for pointer moves
going to in	nity

��� Control precision

�Nielson and Olsen� ����� introduce the control precision to describe the projective
shortening of a direction They use it as an indicator for di�culty of interaction
tasks along this direction We are interested to apply this idea to rotation metaphors
and therefore give a slightly di�erent de	nition


De�nition � �control precision c�� The control precision c is de
ned for a
pointer position �x� y� and the movement of a selected point in three space according
to a function f�x� y� with respect to the pointer as the reciprocal of the absolute value
of the partial derivations�

c �
�

j df
dx
� df
dy
j � IR� ���
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Figure �
 The control precision is drawn �from left to right� for the normalVirtual�
Sphere�� the Turntable�� and the Virtual�Sphere�metaphor with the new
parabolic shape A �D plot in the upper half unit cube and a �D intersection is
shown
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For a simple translation metaphor like that from �Nielson and Olsen� ����� with
synchronous movement� we get the control precision ct � v � w� where v is a unit
vector in the direction of the pointer movement� and w is a unit vector in the
direction of the selected point movement Control precision c � � denotes a one to
one control Control precision c � � denotes singularities in the mapping� arbitrarily
small pointer moves result in large object transformations In the example of the
translation metaphor� the move direction of the selected point vanishes to a single
point in the projection

To deal with the angle of rotation metaphors� we use a selected point from
the unit sphere The de	nition from above simpli	es to the paramter r in polar
coordinates due to rotational symmetry The control precision for the Virtual�
sphere�metaphor with synchronous movement is c� �

p
� � r�� see 	gure � The

half sphere illustrates the singularities at the diameter and the good control ratio
within a great range The same metaphor with the simpli	ed linear mapping� hence
only synchronous direction� has a constant control precision of c� � ���

At this point� the observation is that synchronous movement� as demanded from
the direct manipulation paradigm� and the avoidance of singularities exclude each
other

Two more control precisions are depicted in 	gure �
 	rst� the Turntable�
metaphor� and second� theVirtual�sphere�metaphor with the modi	ed� parabolic
shape No singularities and a 	ne control behavior can be observed for the second
one The control precision is c � �� � r� ! r	���� ! r��
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��� Performance prediction

Fitts� law is a promising tool for performance prediction It was succesfully applied
to �D mouse pointing tasks �MacKenzie and Buxton� ����� A detailed description
is given in �MacKenzie� ����� Di�erent versions of this law are in use The principle
observation is that the time T needed for a pointing task is linear to an index of
di�culty ID
 T � a ! b ID The constants a and b are empirically determined and
available for di�erent muscle groups or the hand"forearm in combination with an
input device The index of di�culty ID is dependent from the distance A to move
�amplitude� and the target width W � which is the tolerated error measured as an
interval around the target point
 ID � log��A�W ! �� This version of Fitts� law is
the best justi	ed through experiments and a theory �MacKenzie� �����

When we apply Fitts� law to translation metaphors� we observe that the projec�
tive shortenings nullify each other in the fraction For control precisions tending to
zero this cannot be true Another well known critique is that Fitts� law does not
model the in�uence of the pixel resolution on the screen for small amplitudes A and
widths W  So� for translation metaphors this tool is usable for many but not all
cases This extends to all metaphors with linear mappings

To analyse rotation metaphors� we look at pointer movements starting in the
center of the Virtual�sphere�metaphor The amplitude is A � sin�
� with 
 as
the induced angle assuming the unit sphere The width W is W � sin�
 ! ���� �
sin�
 � ���� � is the tolerated error interval around the angle 
 A trigonometric
equality gives us W � � cos�
� sin����� Identifying A with r� the control precision

c from the previous subsection computes to c �
p

��A� �
p

� � sin� 
 � cos

The index of di�culty ID for the Virtual�sphere�metaphor can now be expressed
in terms of the amplitude A� the angular tolerance � and the control precision c�
which is dependent from the position of distance A from the center as depicted in
	gure �


ID � log�

�
A

W
! �

�
� log�

�
A

�c sin �

�

! �

�
�

A slightly di�erent movement model is to choose the starting point at the posi�
tion �
 The amplitude A equals to � sin
 and the total rotation angle is now �

Calculations result in the identical formula from above This means that the per�
formance time increase only by a small constant while the angle has been doubled
and the accuracy stays the same Thus� theory states that this movement model is
superior than the previous one It would be nice to see in an experiment� if users
behave according to this model

If the linear mapping is used with the Virtual�sphere�metaphor� the control
precision c � ��� is introduced as a scale factor in the mapping
 A � c
 and
W � c� Again� we achieve an index of di�culty ID in terms of the control precision

c and the amplitude A
 ID � log�

�
A

c�
! �
�



For the modi	ed parabolic shape version of this metaphor� no similar result is
easy achievable But in general� if we assume small angular tolerances �� we can
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Figure �
 Interaction time is linear to the index of di�culty ID on the left�given
for a 	xed angular resolution of ten degree The space needed for an interaction
task of an angle 
 is shown on the right Virtual�sphere�metaphor with syn�
chronous movement �A�� linear mapping �B�� parabolic geometry �C�� Arcball�
metaphor �D�� andVirtual�sphere�metaphor with the movement model starting
in the midpoint �E� dashed line�
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approximate the mapping from the pointer position to the angle locally through its
tangent and achieve � � ��

�A
W  Remembering the de	nition of the control precision

c� the approximated index of di�culty ID for rotation metaphors in general is


ID 	 log�

�
A

c�
! �

�

Thus� the control precision is a good quality criteria for the di�erent areas of a
metaphor To compare di�erent rotation metaphors� we choose the second move�
ment model with the Virtual�Sphere�metaphor in its synchronous movement
variant �A�� synchronous direction with the linear mapping �B�� the parabolic shape
variant developed in the previous subsection �C�� and the Arcball�metaphor �D�
For comparisons with �A�� the 	rst movement model with the Virtual�Sphere�
metaphor is drawn as a dashed line �E� The 	gure � shows on the left the exact
theoretical interaction times given as the index of di�culty ID over the angle 
 for
a 	xed angular tolerance � of ten degree� and on the right the space needed for
the pointer on the screen to achieve such an angle Other values for � change only
quantity aspects of the 	gure

The left 	gure demonstrates that interaction time increases dramatically near the
singularities of �A�� �D�� and �E� �B�� �C�� and �D� allows rotation angles greater
than � with one stroke Ignoring �E�� one can state that for angles smaller than �

�
�

no signi	cant performance di�erence should be expected The decrease in interaction
time for �C� for angles greater than � seems curious� but it can be explained that
the tolerated width W increases faster than the distance A for large angles If we
compare it with the needed place to do this rotation task in the right 	gure� we
can see that we will not reach the interesting part say of angles greater than ��
radians� because limited capabilities in speed and length of our arm will impose side
e�ects to this theory at this point Fitts� law is invariant under scaling of the whole
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working area� so if we wish to have the capability to rotate up to 	ve radians with
a single stroke� we can use the right 	gure to determine the unit size in the working
area and the interaction times from the left 	gure are still valid Under this aspect�
it is interesting� if the variants �B�� �C�� and �D� are really merely undistinguishable
in practice

Some features like singularities or kinesthetic correspondence are not covered
here It is also possible that Fitts� law does not correctly model the complete
feedback loop for rotation metaphors The mapping process from linear movement
to rotations may imply some extra burden to the user Also known is that users are
able to do mental translations either in the �D space or in the �D projected space�
dependent on what the advisor asks for �Shepard and Cooper� ����� E�ects like
this can also in�uence this analysis Thus� empirical results are necessary and also
interesting for rotations consisting of several strokes

� Conclusion

We have presented a formal framework to achieve a uniform description of �D in�
teraction techniques We suggest a classi	cation scheme for �D metaphors and have
motivated the feature space through a couple of examples from literature This
scheme was proven to be useful in deriving new �D interaction techniques and to
investigate interesting features We have discussed in detail the commutativity of
composed metaphors and the synchronous movement vs direction The new par�
abolic shape is derived from this The analysis gives us a quality parameter for
metaphors� the control precision It is nicely linked to the performance prediction
of rotation metaphors with Fitts� law The performance time for selected rotation
metaphors is predicted and related to the workspace needed for that

A couple of questions arise
 Is the necessary choice between true direct manip�
ulation and the avoidance of singularities meaningful for the user performance� Is
the parabolic shape an interesting compromise� If there is a performance di�erence
between these metaphors� will it possibly be task independent and we can forget the
other ones� Can the performance prediction be justi	ed with empirical tests�

Another question concerns composition rules What conditions make a compo�
sition a good composite metaphor� An intuitive suggestion is
 keep the feature sets
small Do not combine too much di�erent features As an example� the World�in�

hand� and the Camera�in�Hand�metaphor might be confusing when represented
simultaneously in a single metaphor
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